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Hamilton racing the record book for 
motivation after title celebrations

China swim ace 
Sun tang faces 
CAS hearing 
over doping
MONTREUX: China’s swimming star Sun Yang,
accused of smashing a blood vial with a ham-
mer, faces an eight-year ban if charges against
him are upheld by the Court of Arbitration for
Sport on Friday. Triple Olympic champion Sun,
winner of 11 world titles and a national hero
back home, will appear in person at the hearing
in a bid to clear his name of allegations he
missed an out-of-competition doping test in
September last year.

FINA, the international swimming federation,
confirmed in January that the swimmer had
used a hammer to smash a vial containing his
own blood sample. But the federation sided with
the swimmer and cleared him of wrongdoing,
finding that testers had failed to produce ade-
quate identification or follow correct protocol
during the procedure.

The ruling outraged the World Anti-Doping
Agency (WADA) who took the matter to CAS
demanding a ban of between two and eight
years for Sun, who served a doping suspension

in 2014, for missing the out-of-competition test.
Sun “will be present” at Friday’s CAS hearing

and “is expected to testify,” CAS secretary
Matthieu Reeb told AFP. After being cleared by
FINA Sun was able to compete in the World
Championships in Gwangju, South Korea, in
July, where he won two golds but became a
focus of protests from rivals. 

Australian Mack Horton refused to share the
podium with Sun after coming second to him in
the 400m freestyle. Horton received an ovation
from fellow swimmers at the athletes’ dining hall
for his protest.

The court proceedings have been moved
from the CAS headquarters in Lausanne to
Montreux to cope with an expected high influx
of media and will for only the second time in the
tribunal’s history be conducted in public. Pro-
ceedings will be live-streamed on the CAS
website.

The first hearing in public, in 1999, also in-
volved FINA, which had found Irish swimmer
Michelle Smith De Bruin guilty of doping. Smith
requested an open hearing. CAS ruled for
FINA, who had found that Smith had tried to di-
lute her urine sample with alcohol.

The request for a public hearing this time
came from Sun, who has battled to clear his
name since the scandal blew up. “Public opin-
ion, badly informed, has twisted the facts,” Sun
said recently on social  media. CAS said a ruling
will not be issued Thursday but at a later date
following court deliberations. — AFP

SAO PAULO: Lewis Hamilton and Mercedes
will dig deep for true motivation at this week-
end’s Brazilian Grand Prix when they return
to action for the first time since celebrating a
unique sixth drivers’ and constructors’ dou-
ble this year.

A week after shaking off their hangovers
following Hamilton’s sixth title success, the
team has to stay focused for two more
rounds of the 2019 championship, starting in
Sao Paulo and finishing in Abu Dhabi on De-
cember 1.

Unexpectedly and, perhaps, significantly,
the Silver Arrows will race at the atmospheric
and famous Interlagos circuit, where Hamilton
won his first title with McLaren in 2008, with-
out team boss Toto Wolff in charge.

Amid a swirl of speculation about his and
the team’s futures, he has decided to miss a
race for the first time in six years with many
observers suggesting his focus is less intense
and others saying that Mercedes may be
preparing to leave F1 for other challenge, in-
cluding Formula E.

Wolff rejected the idea that any decision to
leave was taken when he said “everything in-
dicates that we will stay, but it’s not given” and
raised concerns about the future for motor-
sport. “In which direction is the automotive
world developing?” he asked ESPN. “In what
form is F1 relevant as an entertainment and
technology platform? And, as a brand, whose
first car was a racing car, do we want to stay
on this platform in the long term?”

Predictably, with the major issues settled,

much focus in Brazil will be on the future of
the sport in 2020 and beyond — which makes
it inevitable that the top drivers and their
teams will be watched and analysed closely.

Hamilton, 35 in January, has been linked
consistently with a career-ending move to
Ferrari if he loses enthusiasm at Mercedes
and needs a final new challenge, but he is
likely to banish the rumours with a commit-
ted showing.

The men of the future — Max Verstappen
and Charles Leclerc — will both also be scru-
tinised for signs that they are ready to be fu-
ture champions in F1’s new age, from 2021,
when the sport ushers in a new formula.
Dutchman Verstappen, linked with both Mer-
cedes and Ferrari, said this week: “I am happy
where I am and I want to win with Red Bull.
It’s the team that allowed me to enter F1 and
there is a sense of loyalty to them. I feel at
home here.”

He added that he and Hamilton may have
appeared to be involved in verbal jousting re-
cently, but that it was nothing serious. “We
never quarrelled — we have talked to teach
other and I respect him.” With Hamilton and
his Mercedes team-mate Valtteri Bottas hav-
ing finished first and second in the drivers’
championship, Sunday’s race will be more
about the ‘best of the rest’ as Verstappen,
Leclerc and his Ferrari team-mate Sebastian
Vettel bid to finish third. 

For drivers and teams, prize money running
into millions of dollars is at stake as Leclerc,
third, defends a 14-point advantage on Ver-

stappen, who is five clear of Vettel. Leclerc is
expected to take a 10-place grid penalty for
taking a new engine, but even that news has
not encouraged Verstappen. “I still think it’s
going to be hard,” he said. For Hamilton, it will

be a battle with the record book as he contin-
ues his quest to overhaul Michael Schumacher
who won seven world titles and 91 Grands
Prix. The Briton now has six titles and 83 ca-
reer victories. — AFP

SAO PAULO: F1 World Champion, Mercedes’ British driver Lewis Hamilton, delivers a press conference in Sao
Paulo, Brazil, ahead of the upcoming Formula One Brazilian Grand Prix on November 17. —AFP

Chadwick eyes 
Formula One but 
on her own terms
LONDON:  Jamie Chadwick’s ambition is to
race in Formula One but with conditions at-
tached — she wants to secure the drive on
merit and not because someone pays for her to
do so, she told AFP. The self-assured 21-year-
old Briton took potentially a big step towards
achieving that goal in winning the inaugural W
Series title — an all-women single-seater six-
race championship raced over 30 minutes and
one lap — this year.

Chadwick is fully aware of the challenges
facing her in a sport not renowned for female
participation. The last woman to line up on the
grid of a Formula One race was Italy’s Lella
Lombardi in the Austrian Grand Prix in 1976. “I
want to be there on merit. I don’t care if some-
one pays for me to be in Formula 1 tomorrow, I
won’t do it as I am not there on merit yet,” she
said after appearing at the Sport Industry
Breakfast Club in London.

“I know if I jumped into an F1 seat tomor-
row I would not do women in motorsport jus-
tice and I feel morally loyal to that.” Chadwick,
who has proven herself racing against male ri-
vals, says she wants to know that she at least
gave it her best. “If I have the opportunity,

which I believe I do after this year, to race at all
levels and I am successful in all of them then I
deserve a seat,” she said. “If am not then I do
not deserve a seat but so long as I have had the
opportunity I cannot say I did not have the best
shot at it.” Chadwick said she was being tapped
up in her teens by F1 teams — but there was a
very expensive catch to their solicitations. “As
a young driver you get phone calls every day,”
she said. “I had calls from three or four and I sat
down with a team when I was 14 years old.

“I could not believe they were interested in
me and could not understand why an F1 team
would want to take me ahead of anyone else.
“The contract came through and the zeroes
were ridiculous.

“I thought for a very brief moment maybe
they are going to give me this. But quickly I re-
alised, no this is what they want me to pay
them!” Chadwick’s parents work in finance,
which she says counts as a blessing as her de-
sire to drive comes from within her not due to
their ambitions. She has been signed up as a de-
velopment driver by the once-dominant F1 out-
fit Williams. “I was so lucky the Williams thing
came about,” she said. “I told them that I could
not pay for anything. “I don’t think F1 teams
should benefit from young drivers constantly
being given false hope and led in all sorts of di-
rections throughout their career.” Chadwick,
who needs 40 Super Licence points to qualify
for a drive in Formula One and hopes to accrue
some of them by successfully defending her title
next year, equates W Series with boarding
school in a positive sense. — Reuters


